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Abstract
The Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO) has a mid-term strategy for improvement of its
Business Architecture and a long-term strategy for introducing Enterprise Architecture in line with
international standards. The driving force behind using solutions compliant with international
standards concerning statistical system is to support the efficient cooperation between NSIs. HCSO
already has a Business Architecture due to the long history of its metainformation system. The history
of the metainformation system of the HCSO goes back to late 1970s. Since there were not any
international standards at this time such as Statistical Data and Metadata Exchange (SDMX), Generic
Statistical Business Process Model (GSBPM), Generic Statistical Information Model (GSIM) etc,
therefore the HCSO established its own Business Architecture model (and its elements such as:
business process model, information model etc.) supported by its metainformation system. The
philosophy of this Business Architecture model is cross-cutting, which means that the elements of the
Business Architecture cover all the subject-matter domains and their data and metadata flows in an
integrated way. During the last years several new and integrated IT tools were introduced for the
different process phases like Generalized Data Processing System or Centralized Data Transmission
System for Administrative Data. The supporting IT applications for statistical business process are
also cross cutting, which means that these applications support all of the subject-matter domains. In
the framework of the mid-term project the HCSO worked out its new business process model
(ESTFM) based on GSBPM. Currently the recommended methods used for statistical business process
are reviewed or established according to this model. The supporting IT applications have been
established according to the HCSO’s own business process model; hence these applications are
mapped to the ESTFM. The HCSO also would like to introduce a GSIM-compliant (Generic
architecture Statistical Information Model) solution to its business process model since it is also a
crucial element for the whole business process model. The paper summarises the main drivers and
elements of the Business Architecture strategy and the results of the latest IT application developments
within the Hungarian Central Statistical Office.
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1. Introduction
The Hungarian Central Statistical Office (HCSO) has a long history in using an integrated statistical
system carrying out its activities concerning statistics. The operation of the present Business
Architecture model of the HCSO has been developed and improved since decades starting from the
late 1970s. As there are needs both from domestic (stakeholders of the Hungarian national statistical
service) and external side (international stakeholders of official statistics) therefore the HCSO would
like to map its Business Architecture model against these requirements in order to integrate these
needs concerning its statistical activity.
In this paper the focus is on the international needs (standards for Business Architecture). The HCSO
has always taken the international standards into consideration when the elements of its Business
Architecture were updated or (further) developed, but now a deep review should take place in this
area. The already available elements of the Business Architecture are or are going to be mapped
against the international standards (e.g. GSBPM, GSIM, SDMX, Business Architecture models, etc.)

and the future developments will be focusing on the national adaptation of these international
standards where appropriate.
Concerning the Business Architecture model the HCSO would like to use the Business Architecture
model elaborated by the UNECE High-Level Group for Modernisation of Statistical Production and
Services, the Statistical Network, the Eurostat Sponsorship on Standardisation and the ESSnet on
Standardisation [6]. After the Business Architecture model is improved (as being the driver of all
statistical organisations) according to the developments planned the HCSO will focus on the
improvement of the other architectures (information architecture, application architecture, technology
architecture) of its Enterprise Architecture model in a similar manner.
2. The current Business Architecture model of the HCSO
First of all the definition of the Business Architecture should be determined, which is as follows:
"Business Architecture covers all the activities undertaken by a statistical organization, including
those undertaken to conceptualize, design, build and maintain information and application assets used
in the production of statistical outputs. Business Architecture drives the Information, Application and
Technology architectures for a statistical organization."
Source: [5]
Translating the definition into practice the Business Architecture gives a structure, a framework for
managing, supporting, maintaining and implementing the statistical business process for certain
subject-matter domains.
In the HCSO all main building blocks of the business architecture model have been established and are
in use. Those main building blocks are:
 Statistical business process model
 List of subject-matter domains
 Methodologies supporting statistical business process
 IT applications supporting statistical business process
2.1. Statistical business process model
The statistical business process is handled as a cross-cutting issue at the HCSO. The current statistical
business process is described by an internal handbook [1].
The main principles of the present statistical business process model are:
 output driven
 metadata-driven
The HCSO has recently reviewed its statistical business process and introduced the national version of
the Generic Statistical Business Process Model [7]. This model is called the Hungarian Statistical
Business Process Model (ESTFM) (see Figure 1). Further improvement of the model is on the agenda
in order to make it easier adaptable in practice.
Figure 1: The Hungarian Statistical Business Process Model (ESTFM)

Source: [4.]
2.2. List of subject-matter domains
This item gives an answer in what statistical domains (fields) the statistical business process should be
conducted. The list of statistical subject-matter domains is stipulated by internal guidelines (for IT
purposes: [2], for statistical purposes: [3]. The HCSO elaborated correspondence tables between these
lists in order to use these lists in a uniform way in IT applications and to prepare the establishment of a
uniform list of subject-matter domains.
The overview of these two lists is an ongoing task in order to foster further standardisation. The input
for this activity will be the List of subject–matter domains as a part of the SDMX Content-oriented
Guidelines [8]. This will be used to map the lists of subject-matter domains used by the HCSO.
2.3. Methodologies supporting statistical business process
The methodologies that support the standard treatment of statistical data and processes across the
whole statistical business process are determined, established, updated by the Methodological
Department taking into consideration the international guidelines, handbooks etc. as well. The
development of a Methodology handbook linked to the Quality Guidelines and the ESTFM is a
priority task for the upcoming years.
2.4. IT applications supporting statistical business process
The IT applications used by the HCSO are parts of an integrated system, which means, that the IT
applications are used irrespective of the subject-matter domain, are metadata driven, which metadata
can be found in one database. The functions of the IT applications are determined according to the
needs of a certain process phase and not according to the need of each subject-matter domain. The IT
applications that support both the whole statistical business process and the applied methodologies are
established according to the needs of statisticians, IT experts and methodologists. The main IT
applications are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Classification of main IT applications by function

Source: [4]
In the following section, a short description of the main IT applications that support the statistical
business process is given. There are two innovative products of the HCSO which have been recently
developed and are now being implemented: the IT application for receiving secondary data (KARÁT
system) and the IT application for a uniform handling of the data process (Integrated Data Processing
System – EAR).
Metainformation system: The metadata describe the elements and their relation to the statistical
system. These include surveys, questionnaires, statistical concepts, indicators and nomenclatures. The
metainformation system supports all phases of the statistical production process and provides
statistical metadata access and maintenance.
Registers: The HCSO uses several statistical registers (28 registers) for conducting its statistical
activities. The two main registers are the Business Register and the Address Register.
Preparation of collection:
Data collection management system for enterprises (GÉSA): The goal of the GÉSA system is to
support the data collection organization functions of the HCSO. Data collection management is the
work process of statistical information system, by which the appropriate questionnaires are sent to the
respective data providers, then returned to the office and forwarded to the data preparation phase. It
controls the way of the questionnaires, specifies the different stations, and the ways and timing of
transitions between them.
Data collection management system for interview-based surveys (LAKOS): LAKOS supports the
management of interview-based surveys, and handles all activities in an integrated system.
KARÁT system: KARÁT system is designed to ensure the transmission of the in- and outgoing data
via a secure channel, to support data registration and documentation. It is not a questionnaire based
system but based on secondary data sources, received data and statistical data files.

The KARÁT system has an event log/monitoring protocol which registers all activities regarding data
arrivals. External users are informed in e-mail on all of their activities made (e.g. registration, missing
data instancy, deadline diary).
As another important model of KARÁT, it manages the data releases to users and other partners in
secure channels, connected to the internal data request management system (called: ADKI) of the
HCSO.
Data collection:
ELEKTRA: KSH-ELEKTRA is the electronic data collection system of the HCSO. It provides a user
interface for respondents with personalized questionnaires to fill in and submit and a user interface for
the HCSO employees to monitor data response obligations and submitted questionnaires.
Data editing:
ADÉL system: The ADEL is a standard data entry and validation system in the HCSO that allows the
HCSO’s internal users to execute their tasks – data query, data entry, verification, correction – on
questionnaires elementary data in accordance with their privileges.
ADAMES system: The Adames system was designed to support data-preparation activities for data
that are sent in a non-questionnaire format to HCSO.
Process:
Integrated Data Processing System (EAR): The task of EAR is to make output from data which
were created in the course of data preparation and data entry processes and to support data processing
cycle in general and standardised way for any statistical domain. The system’s development started in
2008 with an extensive on-demand survey. The result of this survey was a collection of processing
methods, which was the basis of developing this system.
The methods, procedures and functions can be basic or special. Basic means, it can be used
everywhere, any process stage, for example, making aggregates. While special means, it can be used
only in a specific process stage. Like imputation with correlation, it can belong to imputation process
stage.
Data storage:
Data warehouse: The HCSO Data warehouse is a subject-oriented, integrated, non-volatile, and time
variant collection of data which stores the final, ready-to-publish statistical data in a multidimensional
format for fast data access.
Dissemination:
STADAT system: Major data, indicators collected by the HCSO or transmitted by other organizations
are included in the table system of ready-made tables.
Dissemination database: The Statistical data warehouse has an external part called Dissemination
database where HCSO disseminates its statistical database free of charge via Internet for the users.
4. Consequences of the revision of an integrated system
The review and implementation of the above mentioned elements of the business process model (e.g.
ESTFM, new list of statistical domains or KARÁT and EAR) requires the redesigning,
reprogramming of the concerned, existing database tables or establishing new ones. Also the
modification of the IT applications built on those tables has to be carried out. Another aspect of the
revision and implementation is the training of the staff in order to get the appropriate skills for the new
elements introduced.
5. Conclusions
Summarising the information provided in the previous sections, the HCSO would like to elaborate a
more understandable, more transparent business architecture model. Based on the improvement
actions carried out so far it can be highlighted that updating a well-developed system to a system
according to a new philosophy (e.g. international needs) means a lot of effort to the certain statistical
institute. The revision and introducing the national versions of international standards need to be well

communicated and the stakeholders should be convinced on the necessity of the certain improvement
action. Also the revision requires a lot of resources, which meets difficulties as all of the statistical
institutes have fewer resources on their activity.
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